BE KIND TO YOUR ENGINE WHILE USING LESS
FUEL.
by Howard Walrath
After several long cross-country trips in RV-6A N55HW
over a 3+ year period, I concluded that I was using more
fuel in cruise than I expected, even for a fuel-injected 200
HP Lycoming IO-360A. I also concluded that my singlecylinder EGT gauge (on cylinder #1) was not adequate to
let me know what was going on inside the engine.
My first step was to install a digital EGT (with selector
switch) to provide an individual readout on each cylinder.
Initial testing showed significant imbalances in the fuel
flow where each cylinder’s EGT “peaked” as the mixture
was leaned out. In fact, there was so much difference in
where each individual cylinder’s EGT peaked, that one
cylinder (#2) couldn’t be “peaked” without the engine
running so rough that I’d quit trying. Since cylinder #1
was the first to peak as the mixture was leaned, I decided
to try swapping injectors between cylinders 1 and 2 to see
if that would correct the problem. A test flight showed
very little difference, if any.
Fortunately, the solution eventually arrived a year ago in
the form of our own Sam Cooper at the June ’03 monthly
meeting of Chapter 168. Sam’s excellent PowerPoint
presentation that night of a 2-1/2 day Advanced Pilot
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Seminar on AIRCRAFT ENGINE MANAGEMENT he’d
attended, made me think there might be a light at the end
of the tunnel. I was one of several members that asked
Sam for a copy of the slides, if at all possible, and he obtained permission to provide them a few weeks later.
With several hundred hours in Bonanzas and Bellanca
Super Vikings in my logbook, I was aware of the significant improvements realized in most fuel-injected
Continental engines after substituting custom injectors
from General Aviation Modifications, Inc., (GAMI) of
Ada, Oklahoma. While it is widely known that many
models of Continental engines can have their fuel distribution improved by installing the STC’d GAMIjectors, I
have found that it is not generally known that other manufacturer’s engines have some of these same imbalances – I
know I wasn’t aware of it.
Now dedicated to seek out a solution, at AirVenture
2003 I visited the GAMI booth and talked at length with
Tim Roehr, GAMI’s President. He assured me that they
had enough past experience with slant-valve Lycoming
IO-360’s to make me a set of GAMIjectors that would
greatly improve what I had, but he suggested that I consider first installing a precision fuel-flow gauge that would
display in real time total-fuel-flow as the mixture is leaned
and each cylinder’s EGT is peaked.
Continued on page 4
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July 6th Chapter Meeting

July 13th Director’s Meeting

Our July 6th
Monthly Meeting
will be held at the
Farm e r s B r a n c h
Library, located on
the northwest corner
of Webb Chapel and
Golfing Green Dr.
The meeting will be
held
in
the
auditorium and will
begin at 6:30 p.m.
and finish by 9:00.

The July 13th BOD meeting will be held at the Farmers
Branch Library meeting room starting at 7:00 p.m. The
minutes from the June BOD meeting (recorded by Michael Stephan) are as follows:

The
featured
speaker for this
month is Fred Zimmering, who will speak on legal issues
concerning today’s aviators. Fred has been a chapter
member for a long time and has spoken to the chapter several times in previous years. Some of the topics that will
be discussed include the new TFRs and ADIZs and what
to do when you accidentally find yourself in one of them.
Mr. Zimmering is an entertaining speaker to listen to and
will be a great program. So make plans to attend.
-Michael Stephan

July 10th Chapter Fly In
This month we will travel to Dallas Executive Airport
(formerly Redbird Airport) to visit a kit manufacturer
there. The Company is called INDUS Aviation, which is
producing several Kit versions of the Thorp T211.
INDUS offers a
quickbuild kit, a
builder's assist program, and also a part
23 certified version.
They are targeting the Light Sport Aircraft category here
in the United States as well as exporting them overseas.
They are very generous to open their doors for us to get a
peek at the operation. So, I hope you can attend. The tour
will begin at 10a.m., and afterwards, we will go the restaurant on the field for lunch.
To get to the INDUS hangar, after turning into the airport off of Hampton Rd., pass the fire station and make
the first left (Mariner Dr.) At the first right, turn and onto
Apollo Dr and look for hangar #5681 on the left identified
with the INDUS sign.
See you there.

Directors in attendance: Robert Cullinan, Michael
Stephan , David Cheek, Monroe McDonald, Don Christiansen, John Phillips, Sam Cooper, Jim Quinn, and Bruce
Fuller.
Upcoming chapter event schedule:
• The July 10 fly in will be at Dallas Executive (Redbird)
to visit a company that is making a kit version of the
Thorp-211
• July 6th Chapter meeting will feature Fred Zimmering.
• The Aug Fly-in will be to Cedar Mills for breakfast.
• Need a host for the newsletter folding in August.
• Newsletter folding for July 27th will be at Robert
Cullinan's house
• Michael Stephan gave the treasurers report.
• Possible Fly-out for September discussed.
• Jim Quinn discussed the possibility of a future Young Eagles event at the Joint Reserve Base in FT. Worth.
• Jim Quinn also discussed a possible SoSmaart student to be
sponsored by the Chapter for the Frontiers of Flight summer school.
• The Board also discussed a Young Eagle event to coincide
at the conclusion of the Frontiers of Flight summer school.
• The board discussed the possibility of hosting the November chapter meeting at the Frontiers of Flight Museum.
• Sam Cooper gave a final Hangar Echoes advertisers report.

July 27th Newsletter Assembly
The August newsletter will be assembled on Tuesday
July 27th at 7 pm in the home of Robert Cullinan at 623
Valencia St. west of Downtown Dallas (in the White Rock
Area). If you need directions he can be reached at 214370-4150.
Robert is building an RV-9A, and he was kind enough to
show it to us last year when he hosted a newsletter folding. We are going back to check on his progress. He has
most of the airframe finished and is getting ready to hang
the engine. It may be on by the time the newsletter assembly rolls around. Be sure to attend and join in the fun.
We'll see you there.
-Michael Stephan

- Michael Stephan
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A Message from the President
By John Phillips
Miscellaneous Musings
Someone in the “letters to the editor” column was lamenting in the recent EAA magazine that there didn’t
seem to be any more homebuilts being built - only a tiny
fraction of the experimental aircraft registered at Oshkosh
last year were truly homebuilts - i.e., designed at home
and built at home - and that EAA was losing sight of its
heritage. The writer’s lament (not really a complaint, more
a comment made with anguish) was that the proliferation
of aircraft built from kits had so taken over that they might
as well be Cessnas. All that distinguished one from another were the paint schemes and the instrument panels.
To a homebuilt purist I’m sure that’s a very valid point.
On the other hand, were it not for those early homebuilt
pioneers who also happened to have entrepreneurial blood
in their veins, EAA might have died out years ago, or at
best never amounted to being more than a small group of
airplane hobbyists. In the best American tradition, those
pioneers saw the possibilities in their work and seized the
opportunity to expand their hobbies into little part-time
businesses which in turn grew to become a small, but
nonetheless important industry. In so doing, many more of
us were introduced to the fun of sport aviation, and able to
actively participate. Clearly, without kits some of us
(namely me!) would never have gotten off the ground.
If any of us were to respond to that writer I think we
would all have to say that we’ve all seen changes wrought
by time, and sometimes we don’t like them. We’re nostalgic for the good old days, and we miss the simpler times
(at least as we recall them) of our childhoods. But, GET
OVER IT - human nature is to move forward - that’s why
our eyes are in front! [Sorry - I couldn’t resist that - no
offense intended to the purists].
Having said all that, I want to tell you a little about a
man I met recently who is an original. His EAA number is
3648 [I know, I know - still a ways behind Owen Bruce!].
His name is Gene Turner. Some of you may know him, or
recall his name, or some of the airplanes he’s designed
and built. He sent me an email, explaining that he and his
wife were moving from Texas to California (a mistake as I
see it, but that’s another story) and “downsizing” for retirement. He was offering a donation to our Chapter of
books he had written. I jumped on the opportunity and
went to meet him at his hanger at Cleburne. I was expecting only to pick up some books and leave. Gene Turner is
not the kind of man you can shake hands with, say “hello”
and “goodby” and leave. He began talking and telling me
about his airplane - the Turner T-40 Series Folding Wing
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Airplane - the second place
winner in the 1962 EAA
Design Competition for
folding wing airplanes, and
I was fascinated. Two hours
had passed before I finally
had to excuse myself to get
back to Dallas - with 2
cartons of his book,
Fabulous Affairs With
Aircraft and Federal Aviation Airheads. Gene
doesn’t come to Dallas
anymore - he doesn’t have to - so he won’t. But I highly
recommend a trip to Cleburne to meet him and crawl over
a real homebuilt and hear his stories. You can find him at
Hangar #201 at the north end of Cleburne Airport, and his
cell phone is 817-988-0409 if you’d like to phone ahead
and introduce yourself and be sure he’ll be there to greet
you when you arrive.
Let’s see, the other thing on my mind this month is local
museums. The Frontiers of Flight Museum finally opened
its new facility to the public on June 5th. Perhaps you saw
the big story on it in the Dallas Morning News a couple
weekends ago. It is well worth a trip. The building is
magnificent. The collection of aircraft is beautiful. The
displays of aviation memorabilia are fascinating. Access
and parking is easy. The museum is very conveniently
located on the east side of Love Field, on Lemmon Avenue, just north of Mockingbird. Jan Collmer, one of our
own members, is a co-founder and director, and as he’s
told us the museum needs community and financial support - so go see it! And when you go, be sure and
introduce yourself as a local EAA member. I don’t know
if there’s a discount for EAA members, but it never hurts
to ask. The Museum’s Mission Statement is to - Create
and sponsor educational programs for school and public
groups in order to educate, motivate and inspire the next
generation - Preserve the University of Texas at Dallas'
History of Aviation Collection and expand the FOFM
collection - Recognize and promote the contributions of
aviation and aerospace to the community - Focus on
Events and Personalities which have pushed the "frontier
of aviation" - and, Develop the Museum to become a resource of national significance. Go see it, and if you can
do it, invest in a membership - they come in all sizes - this
is simply too fine an addition to aviation and the entire
community not to support.
PS - when you see me, don’t forget to ask for a copy of
Gene Turner’s book - he wanted us to have them and enjoy them.
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Upcoming Events
Local flying events at www.fun-places-to-fly.com.
Local
• Jul 26 - Aug 4 Soaring: 1-26 Championship Midlothian, Texas FFI: Norman Miller 214/642-5053 or
normmiller11@comcast.net
• Jul 24 -Granbury, TX. Pancake Breakfast. Granbury
Municipal (GDJ), Contact: John Holt 817/570-8533
National
• Jul 27- Aug 2 OSHKOSH ’04. Experimental Aircraft
Assn. Inc. 52nd Air Venture, Oshkosh, WISCONSIN
SITE: Wittman Regional Airport, Oshkosh, Wisconsin
FFI: Dick Knapinski, EAA 920/426-6523.
www.airventure.org

News and Notes
Frontiers of Flight Museum Opens!

On June 5th the Frontiers of Flight Museum opened its
doors to the public. We have anticipated this day for quite
some time, as the Museum moves out of the Terminal
building at Love Field into its new much larger home. I
haven’t had a chance to go see it yet, but from what I
heard it is first class. Jan Colmer has poured quite a bit of
passion into the project and we thank him for spearheading such a grand project. Well done.
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GAMIJECTORS CONTINUED….
This “before” data would let GAMI manufacture an initial set of GAMIjectors that would be a better match to my
engine’s entire air/fuel induction system, while adding a
useful instrument to the panel. He recommended a JPI FS450, which also provides many other bits of useful data
for enroute fuel management. More on that later.
Once N55HW was back in its hangar at Hidden Valley
Airpark, I installed the FS-450 control/display into the
panel and the transducer into the fuel line downstream of
the fuel pump. After confirming that the modified fuel
system could provide more-than-required fuel to the injectors, a safety pilot was recruited and an initial test flight
made to measure just how good or bad the standard Lycoming injectors were.
GAMI’s “Lean Test” is a set of procedures to collect
“before” and “after” data. The flight can be made at any
altitude between 4000’ and 8000’ for normally-aspirated
engines, with 5500’ or 6500’ preferred. Once stabilized in
level flight at 65% power at normal cruise RPM, the mixture is set so that the engine’s total fuel flow is running at
least 1.5 GPH rich of the point where the first cylinder
will reach peak EGT. After recording Altitude, CHT,
OAT, MP and RPM for the test, you start recording the
data. The first entry on each line is the total fuel flow,
with the four EGTs each written down in their cylinder’s
column. The mixture is then backed off until there is a
reduction of 0.2 to 0.3 GPH in fuel flow and then another
line of data is taken. This process is repeated until all of
the cylinder’s EGTs have “peaked” and then significantly
decreased in value -- or until the engine is running truly
“rough”, whichever happens first.
The first figure shows the result of that “Lean Test” with
the original Lycoming injectors. The “Peak” EGT reading
for each cylinder has been “boxed” and the shading in the
GPH column is to show the spread in total fuel flow from
the first cylinder to peak (#1 @ 9.7GPH) to the last one to
peak (#2) which never quite peaked, but we chickened out
at 7.4GPH with our teeth rattling.
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N55HW DATA RUN @ 6,500' -- Lycoming
Injectors
Gallons Per
Hour
10.1
10.0
9.8

EGT 1

EGT 2

EGT 3

EGT 4

1395
1402
1404

1153
1161
1172

1261
1271
1288

1247
1255
1271

9.7

1405

1181

1304

1288

9.5
9.4
9.2

1393
1387
1380

1203
1215
1222

1332
1340
1353

1315
1320
1332

8.9

1372

1239

1360

1347

8.4

1360

1272

1353

1362

8.3

1357

1282

1353

1366

7.9
7.4

1358
1346

1301
1350

1339
1309

1356
1333

?

Many years ago, I concluded that the original computer
programmer (Confucius) was correct when he stated that
“A picture is worth 1K words!” Although the GAMI
folks can look at these data tables and immediately sense
what is happening inside the engine, most of us do better
with “pictures”. The line graphs below the tables graphically show what was occurring, and it is obvious that
cylinder #2’s EGT was still increasing and still hadn’t
peaked when we quit further leaning to spare the aircraft
and its passengers from any more stress. After sending
the results to GAMI, within days a UPS truck drove up
with a padded package containing four (4) gold-plated
GAMIjectors along with gold-plated metallic labels
stamped to match the stamp on each GAMIjector. One
label is affixed to each cylinder’s rocker-arm cover and
another is attached to the stainless-steel fuel line going to
each injector. Each one warns the reader that each injector is matched to a particular cylinder and must be
replaced correctly after any maintenance operation.

???

Installation is relatively quick and accompanying each
shipment is a copy of the applicable STC and a partiallycompleted FAA Form 337 (for certificated aircraft). After
running a pressure test for any fuel leaks, it’s time to replace the cowling and pre-flight the plane. Another “Lean
Test” was run and the data I obtained showed a dramatic
improvement in the spread between the first cylinder to
peak, which was still #1 (but now at 8.2GPH) to the last
one to peak, which was still #2 (but now at 7.4GPH and
definitely “Peaked”) with smooth engine operation down
to 6.8GPH where we quit leaning.

N55HW DATA RUN @ 6,500' --Lycoming Injector
1440
1420
1400
1380

EGT in Degrees F

1360
1340
1320
1300
1280

While we expected improvement, the reduction from an
initial spread between the first cylinder to peak to the last

1260
1240

GAMI Lean Test: N55HW With Stock
Lycoming Fuel Injectors

1220
1200
0

1160

-20

1140

GALLONS / HOUR

1120
10.110.0 9 . 8 9 . 7 9 . 5 9 . 4 8 . 9 8 . 4 8 . 3 7 . 9 7 . 4
EGT 1 1 3 9 51 4 0 21 4 0 41 4 0 51 3 9 31 3 8 71 3 7 21 3 6 01 3 5 71 3 5 81 3 4
EGT 2 1 1 5 1 1 6 1 1 7 1 1 8 1 2 0 31 2 1 1 2 3 91 2 7 21 2 8 21 3 0 1 3 5
EGT 3 1 2 6 1 2 7 1 2 8 81 3 0 41 3 3 21 3 4 01 3 6 01 3 5 31 3 5 31 3 3 91 3 0
EGT 4 1 2 4 71 2 5 51 2 7 1 2 8 81 3 1 1 3 2 01 3 4 71 3 6 21 3 6 61 3 5 61 3 3

Temperature Below Peak EGT (deg F)

1180

-40
-60
-80
-100
-120
-140
-160
-180
-200
10.5

Peak:
GPH:
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EGT 1

EGT 2

EGT 3

EGT 4

1405
9.7

1350
7.4

1360
8.9

1366
8.3

10.0

9.5

9.0

8.5

8.0

7.5

7.0

6.5

Fuel Flow (GPH)
EGT 1

EGT 2

EGT 3

EGT 4
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one to peak of more than 2.3GPH for the Lycoming injectors, to a new spread between the first cylinder to peak
to the last one to peak of only 0.8GPH for the GAMIjectors, was as much as I would have originally thought
possible. But the folks at GAMI were not satisfied and
after I sent them the latest data sheets, in a few days a new
package arrived with new replacement GAMIjectors for
Cylinders #1 and #2.
After those new GAMIjectors were installed and flown
with new data taken and sent to my new friend, John-Paul
Townsend of GAMI, he started “tweaking” the set with
shipments of one or two new GAMIjectors after getting
my data from each test. Recognizing my obligation to
support this extraordinary customer support and advancement in the state-of-the-art, I responded by flying to
essentially all of the local and regional fly-ins this Spring,
including SWRFI last month, to collect additional data.
(‘twas my duty!).
That process has finally ended with the results shown in
the second data table and graph. Again, the shaded area in
the Gallons Per Hour column shows that the spread in total fuel flow between the first cylinder to “peak” (#1) and
the last cylinder to “peak” (#2) has been reduced to just
0.4GPH! While cylinder #1 is still running leaner than
the other three cylinders until it peaks, I normally only
operate Rich-Of-Peak (ROP) briefly during takeoff and
N55HW DATA RUN @ 6,500' -- GAMIjectors
1440
1420

EGT 2

EGT 3

EGT 4

Peak:

1431

1413

1389

1384

GPH:

8.1

7.95

7.75

8.05

landing. John-Paul believes this anomaly is related to the
intake manifold on my aircraft, but I think even he is more
than satisfied with the results.
N55HW DATA RUN @ 6,500' -GAMIjectors
Gallons Per EGT 1 EGT 2
Hour
8.4
1427
1329

EGT 3

EGT 4

1319

1343

8.1

1431

1375

1344

1374

8.0/8.1

1429

1392

1361

1384

8.0

1409

1410

1383

1382

7.9/8.0

1405

1413

1385

1381

7.7/7.8

1402

1412

1389

1379

7.6/7.7
7.5
7.3/7.4

1396
1392
1382

1409
1403
1391

1384
1375
1367

1370
1360
1349

I cannot say enough about the demonstrated willingness
of the folks at GAMI to keep shipping new GAMIjectors
until the customer is totally satisfied. (Their written policy is that they will do that as often as the customer desires
for the first year and, after that, any more exchanges will
incur a surcharge.)
My only regret is that I hadn’t attended the Chapter 168
“fly-out” up to the Ada airport two or three years ago to
tour the GAMI facilities. If I had, perhaps I would have
started enjoying the improved performance and savings in
fuel much earlier. While the 50 gallons of useable fuel in
N55HW lets us make many round trips without refueling
until we land back at Hidden Valley Airpark (whose lucky
residents can buy 100LL for about $1.60 a gallon) one of
these days 100LL may be banned or unavailable. Some of

1400
1380
1360

EGT in Degrees F

EGT 1

1340
1320
1300
1280
1260
1240
1220
1200
1180
1160
GALLONS / HOUR

1140
1120
8.1

EGT 1

1427

1431

1429

1409

1405

1402

1396

1392

EGT 2

1329

1375

1392

1410

1413

1412

1409

1403

1391

EGT 3

1319 1344

1361 1383

1385

1389

1384

1375

1367

EGT 4

1343

1384

1381 1379

1370

1360

1349
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1374

8.0/8.1 8.0

7.9/8.
7.7/7.8 7.6/7.7 7.5
0

8.4

1382

7.3/7.4
1382
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the work being done up in Ada offers the possibility of
substituting lower octane and/or unleaded auto gas for the
fuels we are now using.
A side benefit of all this is that the JPI FS-450 permits
me, at first power reduction after takeoff, to then pull the
mixture back to below 8 gallons per hour fuel flow in order to shorten the time spent in the Rich of Peak (ROP)
region of the power spectrum where detonation is more
possible. It also accepts continuous data inputs from a
GPS and displays “Required Fuel to Next Waypoint”,
Fuel Used, Fuel Remaining, etc.

FRONTIERS OF FLIGHT MUSEUM
"GALA CELEBRATION"-- MAY 21, 2004
By Don Christiansen

I'm sure that you have also received "invitations" to the
frontiers of flight museum annual fund raising events. But,
this year it was actually going to be in the "new" museum
itself; so I decided that I was going to "cough up the
money" required to attend. I also decided that I was going
to take my daughter, Shawn, and her husband, Monte

Again, I want to thank Sam Cooper for attending
that seminar and providing us the benefit of what
he learned. If you weren’t at that meeting a year
ago and haven’t had the opportunity to see the
AIRCRAFT ENGINE MANAGEMENT presentation, I am sure Sam will send you a copy. It is most
valuable in debunking and refuting many of the
“Old Wive’s Tales” that we’ve all picked up during our years of flying, and it should change the
way you manage your engine’s Throttle, Mixture
and RPM.
After researching the subject and borrowing some
data from Sam’s presentation, I appended a little
reminder table to the bottom of my Checklist.
Using the old formula to approximate the percentage horsepower setting, it reads:
MP+
Mixture Settings to Avoid
RPM ~Power
42
55%
Any mixture is OK
43.5
60
%
Any mixture is OK
45
65 %
Avoid 100 o ROP to Peak EGT
46.5
70%
Avoid 125 o ROP to 25 o LOP
o
ROP to 40 o LOP
48
75 %
Avoid 180
49.5
80%
Avoid 200 o ROP to 60o LOP
51
85%
Run Full Rich
54
95%
Run Full Rich
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Mechler, and my wife Linda. Monte is the architect that
worked with Jan Collmer to design the new museum!!!!
Of course that meant that Linda would need a nice new
outfit to wear to the event (my mothers day gift to her),
and that she should be treated to a special day at the
Neiman Marcus spa getting her nails and toes done and a
massage on the day of the event which was gift from our
son and daughter to her on mothers day. Yes we live high
on the hog like this all the time, ha, ha.
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Now the event itself was quite “shindig". There were
over 1300 people there! Every one was "decked out" in
their best duds, most in evening gowns and tuxedos. All
the “Big Wigs" were there. It is impressive to see the support that the new museum is getting. The opening night
gala netted over $500,000.00 for the museum. Everything
was top notch and well done!
Jan Collmer was awarded the George E. Haddaway
Award for outstanding contributions to the aviation community, certainly well deserved and earned. Senator Kay
Bailey Hutchison and George W. Lodge presented the
award to Jan. Jan Collmer, Senator Hutchison, and William E. Cooper were the driving forces behind getting the
new museum going and completed, especially the work
and perseverance of Jan Collmer.
We had a wonderful time at the event and most of the
money spent was "tax deductible". Not necessarily the
highlight of the event, but certainly close to the top of the
list, was the ice cream carts stationed around the museum… yum, yum, yum!!!

PROPELLER MYTHS
By Mel Asberry

There are a lot of "old wives tales" going around about
propellers. Many of these myths started years ago and got
expanded upon through the years. Let's look at a few of
them.
1. Wood propellers cannot fly in the rain.
Poppycock...Wood props have been flying in the rain
since the early 1900s. What about the old mail planes?
They flew in all kinds of weather. Yes, rain does erode the
finish on wood props, but if you will simply throttle back
a little, the damage will be minimal. I've been flying my
RV-6 with a wood prop for over 11 years with no damage
from rain.
2. Metal props are always more efficient than wood
ones.
This one is a tough call. Usually this is true because a
metal prop can be made thinner than wood. However, be
careful. There are some exceptions out there.
3. 3-blade props go faster.
Nope. A 2-blade is more efficient. Actually a 1-blade
would be even more efficient, but besides being difficult
to balance, a 1-blade prop would always be pulling sideways on the crankshaft. This is very hard on crankshafts
and front bearings. 3-blades are much smoother because
an odd number of blades on an even number of cylinders
gets rid of a lot of harmonics. 3-blade props are also quieter because they are usually shorter, thereby reducing tip
speed.
One good application for a 3-blade prop is when the
prop hub on a pusher is directly in line with the wing or
horizontal stabilizer. In this instance the prop is blocked
out twice every revolution. Ever notice the distinct sound
of a Vari-eze with a 2-blade prop?
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Advantages of wood:
Cheaper, lighter, quieter, smoother, prettier (opinion)
and in case of a prop strike they protect the engine somewhat because of being sacrificial.
Disadvantages of wood:
Higher maintenance; retorqueing requirements of bolts,
periodic refinishing, must store horizontally.
Advantages of fixed pitch:

Disadvantages of Constant speed:
Weight, cost and maintenance.
The biggest problem I come across with homebuilders is
that some think they have to justify their propeller decision. If you have to justify anything you do on an amateurbuilt aircraft then you're involved in the wrong hobby.
Make your decision based on what you want. The only
person you have to justify it to is your spouse/significant
other/financial advisor.

Much cheaper, much lighter, less maintenance.
Disadvantages of fixed pitch:
Must compromise either cruise or climb efficiency by
pitch selection. This compromise is not as great as it
sounds. Many times a climb prop will cruise as fast as a
cruise prop (and sometimes faster) if you are willing to
turn a higher rpm.
Advantages of Constant-Speed:
The constant speed prop has 2 advantages.
Low pitch giving maximum horsepower for takeoff and
high pitch for cruising.
Braking action at idle (short field landing).

Propeller Update
By Mel Asberry

By the way, for those interested, I have had a chance to
do a little more testing of my new Catto Prop. I can now
turn 2300 RPM on take-off (instead of the 2050 with the
Sensenich) shortening my take-off roll by approximately
17%. At 75% power on a "very humid" day, I now see 201
mph TAS. I am HAPPY with these results. And, by the
way, did I ever mention how smooooothe and quiet it is?

Mid Way Pancake Breakfast
By Michael Stephan

Last month several chapter members decided to drop in
on the annual pancake breakfast held at Mid-Way airport.
The pancakes started early and a line was already formed
when I got there. It wasn’t long before several familiar
faces arrived, but in the meantime, I got a chance to talk
about airplanes and kit building with a few local flyers.
After breakfast it was time to see what was parked on the
ramp, which was already full of airplanes. I didn’t count,
but at one point there were more RV’s there than certified
airplanes, so much for building a unique airplane. But, I
still managed to look at them all. While walking the ramp
I saw several familiar airplanes. Don Christiansen was
there in his RV-8, Jay Pratt flew in his RV-6, as well as
the Rowe’s with the RV-8 Grezdlitn. Clay Romeiser had
the only RV-9A on the flight line, and spent much of the
morning answering questions. And as usual, was quick to
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give a ride to a prospective builder. While walking the
flightline, I saw Monroe McDonald’s and his Mooney
while Ben Johnson taxied by heading to a parking space.
At the very end of the line was an airplane I hadn’t seen
flying in a while. That would be David Carter’s Christavia MK IV. He had rebuilt the engine, which now
produces more horsepower, and he has been working out a
few cooling issues. Although it has been a bit of a battle,
David is excited about the improved performance of the
airplane. Several very nicely restored antiques were there
as well. The most unique airplane seems to be the hot
topic this month
and that is the
Turner
T–40.
This is the airplane
that John Phillips
referred to in his
column and here
was one on the
field. You couldn’t
miss it. It was
smaller than your
average homebuilt
airplane and had a
very unique sliding
canopy. You could
tell this airplane
had a few hours on
it, and that is a testament to the
usefulness and the longevity of homebuilt airplanes built
before the era of the quickbuild kits. I admire the builders of those craft and always give them a little more
viewing time and respect.

All in all it was a very enjoyable Saturday morning. If
you didn’t have a chance to go this year mark your calendars for next year’s event. There might be an additional
RV-8 on the field. You can’t miss it. It will be parked
with the other three dozen RV’s.
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For Sale Services, Parts and Other:
Apollo 618 Loran w/tray & antenna $200; Collins VIR 351
nav unit (working well when removed) $400; noise cancelling
headset, mike inop, $35. Call Harry Gresham, 214 348 2772;
Fax 214 348 6565; hgresh@juno.com

Aluminum Sheet, 20 pieces available, .025" X 48" X 144",
7075 T6 alloy, 17.28 lbs per sheet, Make Offer. Contact Don
Drake, 214-352-1028 home, 214-693-7368 cell,
donjo4@swbell.net

RV-8 Empennage kit: only 5% completed; tools also; taking Airborne Vacuum Pump Model 241CC - 0 hours since
offers. Call John Rollow at 972/503-3611 or email at
complete rebuild with new parts. This vacuum pump is a
neck101@earthink.net
heavy duty unit designed for aircraft with a vacuum driven
auto pilot. If you want a vacuum pump with some extra muscle that will fit and run from a standard vacuum pump drive
Acro Sport II Two-seater aerobatic biplane project.
pad this one will do the job. Original cost of rebuilt pump$460.00, will sell for $275.00. Call Haden Cowdrey, home
Plansbuilt to 70%. Wonderful craftsmanship. Tom Davies
214-528-4587, cell 214-478-6297.
972-243-8667 artguytom@sbcglobal.net
AVMAP EKP NT II GPS, huge 6 3/8" diagonal screen, very
good sunlight viewing, HSI, Moving map, very detailed
scale, monochrome (not color), strap to leg or mount, 2yrs
old, carry case. $800 contact Bill Pappas 214-956 9444,
bspappas1@earthlink.net.
Parting out Glasair, instrument panel and fire wall forward
minus engine. Lots of parts to comlete Glasair. Call Tim
Thompson 972 347 2025
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We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format, and/or
media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts.
Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to anyone. Any
event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh).
Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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